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Ajtai, Koml6s, and Szemertdi (J. Combin. Theory Ser. A 29 (1980), 354-360) 
recently announced that R(3, k) < lOOk*/ln k. This follows from the discovery of a 
(polynomial) algorithm to find in any triangle-free graph on n vertices with average 
degree t an independent set of size at least n In t/loot. Here, their algorithm is 
modified to improve both bounds, replacing 100 by 2.4, and carefully working out 
the details of the proof. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The Ramsey number R(3, k) is the smallest integer n such that any graph 
on n vertices either contains a triangle (K3) or an independent set of size k. 
The following asymptotic bounds have been known for several years: 
ck’/(ln k)2 < R(3, k) < ck* In In k/in k. 
The lower bound is due to ErdGs [2] and the upper bound to Graver and 
Yackel [4]. 
Ajtai et al. [ I] recently made a real breakthrough by improving the upper 
bound to Ak*/ln k. Their proof, which uses A = 100, is based on a clever 
new algorithm for finding large independent sets in triangle-free graphs. Such 
algorithms usually look only at degrees of the vertices, but their algorithm 
considers the degrees of the neighbors of each vertex. This algorithm, called 
here the Three Hungarians’ Algorithm (or “3H”), obtains an independent set 
of size at least y1 In t/At, where n is the number of vertices and t is the 
average degree. 
In trying to understand their proof, some errors were discovered which are 
caused by overlooking the possibility that the average degree t’ of the graph 
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after a vertex deletion step can be quite small. In particular, if t’ < e, it may 
happen that (In t/)/t’ < (ln t)/t, even though t’ < t is still true. This violates 
the inequalities employed in their proof. 
These oversights can be fixed although we omit the proof, because the 
details are rather involved and tricky. One can obtain a significantly better 
value of 2.4 for A and a somewhat simpler proof by suitably modifying 3H. 
This better result is proven carefully here since the original proof omits the 
difficult details. Cases la and 2a here are similar to the arguments required 
to correct the oversights in the original proof. The idea is that should t’ < e 
occur, the next step in 3H (the Turin step) finds a sufficiently large 
independent set. 
Ajtai et al. have published a second proof of their independence number 
and Ramsey number bounds, with A = 100. This new approach uses different 
techniques, including probability theory [S]. How close is this new value of 
A, 2.4, to being as small as possible? It must be that A > I1(3, k) In k/k2, for 
all k. Checking this versus current information about R(3, k) for k < 9, we 
find A > 0.9765, obtained with k = 9 and R(3,9) = 36. (Graver and Yackel 
[4] showed R(3, 9) = 36 or 37, and Grinstead and Roberts [6] recently 
announced a computer-aided proof that R(3, 9) = 36.) 
A benefit of modifying their algorithm is that it now has more potential 
for use. Their original algorithm reduces to previously known algorithms 
(and Turin’s theorem) if the average degree is “small,” less than e”‘. Only 
beyond this do their new ideas get used. Our modifications reduce “small” to 
just e2.14. 
Throughout this article, y1 denotes the number of vertices and t the average 
degree, 2f/n, wherefis the number of edges. For a vertex W, d(w) denotes the 
degree of w and N(w) the set of vertices neighboring W. Given fixed A > 0 
we set 
g = g(n, t) = (n In t)/At. 
2. THE THREE HUNGARIANS'ALGORITHM 
Ajtai et al. obtained their Ramsey result from a new lower bound on the 
independence number a(G) of a triangle-free graph G, 
a(G) > (n In t)/At, with A = 100. 
It follows easily from this that 
R(3, k) < Ak’/ln k, 
with A as indicated. 
To prove this new lower bound on the independence number of triangle- 
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FIG. 1. THREE HUNGARIANS’ ALGORITHM (3H) 
free graphs G Ajtai et al. devised a clever new algorithm for constructing a 
large independent set I in G. It finds 1 of size at least g(n, t) with A = 100. 
(See [5] for related results.) See the flowchart in Fig. 1. 
If G has “small” average degree, less than e99, say, then the lower bound 
on a(G) implied by Tut-an’s theorem, is enough to beat g(n, t) (with 
A = 100). 
LEMMA 1. For any graph G, a(G) > n/(t + 1). 
Wei [ 71 discovered that an independent set of this size or larger, n/(t + 1 ), 
can be found by a simple polynomial algorithm. We showed in [5] that 
another such algorithm also works. 
For triangle free G with large average degree, 3H finds a “groupie” which 
is a vertex whose neighbors have average degree >t. That is, u is a groupie if 
\‘ d(w) > td(u). 
W’EN(U) 
Ajtai et al. note the following fact, which is deeper than it might appear: 
LEMMA 2. Every graph has a groupie. 
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The algorithm 3H finds a groupie u, which is easy. Then 3H either deletes 
v, or puts v in the independent set I being constructed and deletes v and 
N(v). The algorithm then works on the remaining graph. Here, 3H is a 
polynomial algorithm (in n) and appears potentially very useful because 
finding a maximum independent set is an NP-complete problem. 
3. GROUPIE 
Can A, which is 100 for 3H, be considerably reduced? Does it help to 
vary the branching bound lot on the degree d of the groupie? Will it help 
much to raise the bound eg9 as far as possible so that Turin still supplies a 
large enough independent set? Will it help to make the obvious modification 
of setting I = N(w) whenever some vertex MI has degree >g? We incorporated 
all these ideas into the algorithm Groupie with parameters A, B, E as shown 
in Fig. 2. 
CALCULATE n, t, g(af) / 
FIG. 2. GROUPIE (A, B, E) 
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This is again a polynomial algorithm. Our goal is to find values of A, B, E 
to guarantee finding in triangle free G an independent set of size at least 
g = (n In t)/At, with A as small as possible. Our strategy is this: Given A, 
make E as large as possible so that the Turan bound still works. Then see if 
any value of B exists to make the proof work. Keep feeding in values of A to 
see how small it can get. This yielded our main result. 
THEOREM. Let G be a triangle-free graph with n vertices and average 
degree t > 0. Then 
a(G) > (n In t)/2.4t. 
COROLLARY. R(3, k) < 2.4(k2/ln k). 
We already discussed how good the Ramsey bound is. As for the bound in 
the theorem, the largest value of (n In t)/a(G) t we have found, is 1.025. 
Thus A = 2.4 can go no lower than this, if this low. The graph requiring 
1.025 is Fajtlowicz’s graph [3] which is triangle free, regular of degree 3, 
n = 14, a = 5. 
It would be exciting if the upper bound on R(3, k) could be lowered to 
cx2/(ln x)~, to have the same order as the lower bound. This would follow if 
one could show a(G) > n (ln t)*/ct. The methods here are not strong enough 
to do this. 
4. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
Assume A > 1, E > 0, B > 0, and GROUPIE is working with these 
parameters. We shall prove (ultimately) that with A = 2.4, B = 1.47, 
E = 2.14., GROUPIE always constructs Z with III > g. It is clear that Z so 
constructed is independent-its size is the problem. Here are several lemmas. 
We omit the proofs which are straightforward. 
LEMMA 3. Here, (ln x)/x is increasing on [0, e] and decreasing on 
[e, a>. 
LEMMA 4. Letx>ln(l+x)firx>-1. 
LEMMA 5. Let A > 1 and E > 0. The following statements are 
equivalent: 
(i) For all t, 0 < t < eE, the Tura’n bound is as large as g: n/(t + 1) > 
(n In t)/At. 
(ii) (A - E)(e” + 1) -A > 0. 
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We prove the theorem by induction on n. It holds’ immediately for n < 2. 
Assume n > 3 and that a triangle-free graph G on n vertices with average 
degree t > 0 is input. By Lemma 5, for given A > 1, one needs to check that 
E satisfies (ii) to be sure that the Turin step in GROUPIE finds a 
sufficiently large set I. For A = 2.4, E = 2.14 s&ices. 
For the remainder of the proof assume t > eE. We also assume all degrees 
are less than g, or else GROUPIE is successful right away. GROUPIE now 
finds a groupie v, which exists by Lemma 2, of degree d. We now have d < g 
and t <g. 
Case 1 (d > Bt). GROUPIE deletes only v, inserting nothing into 1. Let 
G’ be the new graph with these data: 
G G’ 
number of vertices n n’=n-1 
number of edges f f’=f-d<j--Bt 
average degree t t’ = 2f ‘/n’ < t(n - 2B)/(n - 1) 
bound g = (n In t)/At g’ = (n’ In t/)/At’ 
Case la (t’ < e). GROUPIE uses Turin on G’, so we may use Lemma 1 
on G’. We have 
The last step uses Lemma 3 and A > 2, true for A = 2.4. 
Case lb (t’ > e). We shall show that g’ > g, so that by induction, 




(53 - 2) n + 1 ln t 
n - 2B 
_ (n - 1s 
n-2B In 
2B - 1 
‘+n ’ 
Now 0 <t’< t(n- 2B)/(n- 1) implies n - 2B > 0. We may apply 
Lemma 4 to the last In term to decrease the whole expression. The middle 
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term can be decreased by replacing In t by E. (This assumes 
(2B - 2) n + 1 > 0 which is true for B = 1.47.) Finally, the first term is 
really g. Thus, 
1 
o-g+~ 
(2B - 2) n + 1 
n-2B E- (32 (2B-4 
It suffices to show that the l/At term is nonnegative. This is equivalent to 
showing for n > 3, 
((2B - 2) n + l)(n - 2B) E - (n - 1)’ (2B - 1) > 0. (1) 
For (1) to hold the coefficient of n2, (2B - 2) E - (2B - l), must be 20. 
This is true if and only if 
B > 1 + (l/2@ - 1)). (2) 
Equation (2) is a tool to rule out values of B that are to small. For A = 2.4 
and E = 2.14, B = 1.47 satisfies (2). A study of the quadratic polynomial in 
n defined in (1) for these values of A, B, E, shows that (1) actually holds. 
Hence, g’ > g for these A, B, E. 
Case 2 (d < Bt). GROUPIE puts 21 in I and deletes u and N(v) from G, 
leaving G’. This time we find for G’, 
n’=n-l-d, f’=f- c d(w)<f-dt, 
Wmv(U) 
t, _ 2f r < t(n - 2d) 
n’ ‘n-l-d’ 
Case 2a (t’ < e). GROUPIE applies Turk to G’ to add at least 
n’/(t’ + 1) vertices to I. Thus, 
Thus, 111 > g if (n - g)/(e + 1) > g, or, equivalently, if n > (e + 2) g. This is 
true if 1 > (e + 2) In t/(At), which is true if 1 > (e + 2)(E/Ae”) by Lemma 3. 
This holds for A = 2.4, E = 2.14. 
Case 2b (t’ > e). By induction GROUPIE finds at least g’ independent 
points in G’, so /II> 1 + g’. Hence, it suffices to show that g’ > g - 1. 
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By Lemma 2, calculation, and Lemma 3, 
It suffices to show that the term multiplying l/At is at least -At. The first 
term of the three is >O and no real help, so discard it. Hence it suffices to 
show that 
(3) 
Since d < Bt, it suffices to show that B is at most the right side. Next 
consider 
n-l-d 
n - 2d 
=I+$++ ,Jt&( 
Since d/n < g/n = (ln t)/At < E/Ae”, we plug this in for d/n, 
n-l-d AeE-E 
n - 2d ‘AeE-2E’ 
Incorporate these changes into (3) and replace (In t)/t by E/eE. Equation (3) 
holds if this is true: 
B ,< (AeE - 2E)‘/e”(AeE -E)‘. (4) 
Then A = 2.4, B = 1.47, E = 2.14 satisfy (4), proving the theorem. 1 
The bounds on B from (2) and (4) are very close for A = 2.4 and E as 
large as possible satisfying (ii). There is not much slack in any of the 
inequalities either, so it does not appear that this algorithm can be used to 
drive down the value of A very far. 
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